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Doily Card 
Standard landscape base in Very Vanilla CS, Calypso 
Coral CS layer at 5 3/8” x 4 1/8”, Very Vanilla layer at 
5” x 3 ¾”, Large Paper Doily sizzlet in Calypso Coral, 
Apothecary Art and Loving Thoughts stamp sets, 
Calypso Coral ruffle ribbon, self-adhesive pearls. 
 
Assemble Calypso Coral and Very Vanilla layers.  Clean 
out Doily shape, and align as shown.  Add ribbon 
horizontally, and adhere ends to back.  Adhere these 
layers to the card front. 
 
Stamp Apothecary image onto Very Vanilla scrap in 
Soft Suede.  Using aqua painter and ink from inside 
Calypso Coral lid, color flowers.  Cut out flower imag
using appropriate Labels framelit.  Pop dot over ribbon
onto doily, add ribbon accent tie to the right as sho

e 
 

wn. 

own. Emboss envelope flap with Finial Press embossing folder. 

 
Stamp sentiment onto Very Vanilla strip, flag ends with 
square punch, also flag Calypso Coral strip for layering.  
Pop dot sentiment layers over Apothecary image.  Add 

self-adhesive pearls as sh
 

Labels Easel Card 
Card base in Very Vanilla, cut with second 

largest Labels framelit.  Graduated labels 
layers in Very Vanilla, Fresh Vintage DSP and 
Poppy Parade CS.  Sentiment from Matchbox 

Messages stamp set (retired). 
 

Assemble graduated labels shapes, embossing 
randomly, onto separated Very Vanilla shape.  

Stamp Apothecary shape onto Very Vanilla 
scrap, cut out with appropriate Labels framelit.  

Stamp sentiment onto Very Vanilla scrap, 
punch out, pop dot over stamped image. 

 
Sponge inside of card, and outside of Very 
Vanilla layers with Poppy Parade.  Punch 
smaller circle from Poppy Parade CS, add 

brad, pop-dot to interior of card.  Crease 
horizontal score line on card base, and adhere 

card front ONLY BELOW THE FOLD.  Point 
will prop up behind brad assembly. 

Stamp stem images on envelope front in Poppy 
Parade. 


